
ELP
RECOVERY

Unique Solutions for a
Unique Industry
Airlines depend on ELP Aviation because our software
improves operational efficiencies, eases crew
interactions, and increases profitability. We offer
products that provide scalable and agile solutions
based on the individual Carrier’s needs. We are
already thinking about how to solve the next problem.
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Contact
Information
To directly speak with someone, please
click the link below:

Contact Us

For additional information:

Visit Our Website

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
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ELP Recovery
No one is immune to the IROPS chaos created by extreme weather
conditions, power outages, air traffic congestion, maintenance issues, etc.
Irregular operations can damage an airline’s reputation, generate
unexpected costs, and lost revenue.

ELP Recovery helps you maintain as much control as possible, while
quickly restoring the operation to normal services. ELP Recovery
facilitates a smoother and faster transition to normal operations.
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Why ELP's Solution
Unlike other software vendors, we combine our many years of hands-on
irregular ops experience with active listening to learn how you encounter
IROPS issues. Giving us a unique understanding and perspective on the
issues you face and the complex solutions we can deliver.

Other vendors have hard-set rules designed in their engines, which lead to
an inflexible solution that cannot be extensively configured to the needs
of each carrier's requirements.

We know that each airline has its own philosophy and contract rules on
recovery. So we made sure our products are designed to be flexible
software at their foundation. We are able to configure a recovery solution
that is different in its functionality for each carrier.
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The Benefits
Improve communications Recover from IROPS faster

Lower costs More efficient planning

Increase crew satisfaction Solve staff shortages
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The Benefits
ELP is built on providing creative, innovative, honest solutions solving
unique, complex issues plaguing the airline industry.

We strive to revolutionize the airline industry with flexible, cost-effective
core software built by airline people for airline people.

The ELP Recovery Modules will help solve the complex issues of IROPS,
save you time, save you money, and save you a whole lot of frustration.

We would rather have a customer for a lifetime than for one expensive
project. We see you as partners, giving you the most out of your
experience and getting benefits that can’t be tied to just numbers.
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How Does It Work?
In preparation for IROPS, our tool provides a method of determining which
flights and crews will be affected by a specific ground hold or delay
outside of your live environment. Predictive modeling determines how to
best approach cancellations to avoid a trickle-down effect compounding
the number of delays and cancellations. As you prepare, our tool
eliminates non-critical communications, reducing the number of staff
needed to handle IROPS. 
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How Does It Work?
As flights cancel, ELP Recovery will automatically identify, prioritize, and
repair broken pairings, and replace crew members in a method designed
to minimize further delays and cancellations without requiring additional
staff. When cancellations and repairs occur, ELP Recovery instantly
notifies the crew members of the changes to their trips and limits, giving
crews the ability to self-notify and check-in. Once the operation has fully
recovered, management can use analytical dashboards and reporting to
look back and improve crew utilization, reserve coverage and better
prepare for future IROPS.
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Can It Cut Costs?
We estimate that by averting at least one cancellation and two delays a
month, and improving efficiencies there would be an immediate
$55,800/month savings. With the proper IROPS Recovery suite, the
savings would be 3x that amount, equating to $2M/year.

We also found that each carrier has its own unique cost-sinking conduits.
Finding solutions to those unique problems can be very problematic,
costly, and take time to produce. Flexible software tools aimed at each
carrier’s pain points will be most effective at immediately improving
profitability and increasing your savings.
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Can It Cut Costs?
ELP’s Recovery Modules have proven to be effective in lowering the
number of cancellations and delays, and streamlining processes.

We use our aviation expertise to propose a unique solution specific to
your needs at an affordable cost. Our cost structures and contract terms
are flexible and depend on the needs of the customers and the particular
products provided. The cost can be spread over the terms of the contract
or paid in lump sum fees based entirely on the carrier’s budget.

ELP Aviation is solving today’s problems with tomorrow’s budget. We
partner with you to ensure cost-effective solutions.
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Non-Critical
Communication
The priority in any IROPS recovery solution is to relieve your crew
schedulers from non-critical communications with crew members.
Relieving this burden will free up the schedulers to focus on repairing
pairings/trips and quickly identifying replacement crews. Visibility and
quick reaction times are key to a quick recovery. By improving the access
your crews have to information, their reaction times improve, enabling
them to know where to go and when. ELP Recovery improves visibility and
minimizes phone calls enabling your operation to run smoother during
IROPS and improving your recovery time.
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Repair Pairings/Trips
Your core systems typically do not have an efficient method for
prioritizing crew and flight modifications. Essentially when there are
hundreds of modifications and cancellations, your scheduling team often
is operating in the blind. A scheduler may work on modifying a pairing
three days ahead, while a more immediate modification is unknowingly
neglected. ELP Recovery enables your team to differentiate between
those cancellations needing immediate attention and place your
modifications into the proper order of priority.

ELP Recovery provides an automated way of repairing broken trips. Our
solution identifies, prioritizes, and repairs broken pairings in whatever
level of automation to which you are comfortable.
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Replacement Crew
Members
The key to controlling IROPS and recovery is to quickly find replacement
crew members for the impacted flights, reducing the trickle-down effect
that increases the number of cancellations or delays.

Our tools run through custom logic to identify replacement crews that fit
within your contract and legal limits. It can then be automatically ingested
into your CMS at whatever level of automation you need.
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THE PROBLEM
A customer often affected by winter storms
requested a solution to lower the impact of
grounds and flight-related delays without having
to hire more staff.

Case Study

THE SOLUTION
We provided a solution with multiple modules
that together solved a variety of pain-points the
Carrier was dealing with during IROPS.

1ST SOLUTION -
COMMUNICATIONS

Relieve crew schedulers from non-critical
communications with crew members, freeing up
the schedulers to focus on immediate, critical
issues.

2ND SOLUTION - VISIBILITY
We provided ELP Dash as a solution to easily
identify critical issues minimizing overlooked
areas. ELP Cancelled Flights Module and App
aligns the critical issues in order of priority and
keeps the crew informed of their canceled flights
and the status of their pairings. ELP CrewRules
enabled them to create “what if” scenarios to
identify the flights impacted by specific airport
delays.

3RD SOLUTION -
REPLACEMENT CREWMEMBERS

ELP Reserve and Junior Man Modules help
identify replacement crew members for the
impacted flights. This provided the customer a
real-time list of reserves that fit the needed flight
footprint, and a JR Man list in order of proper
notification.
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Why ELP
Recovery

CUSTOM FEATURES
Custom solutions and custom logic improve
profitability and IROPS recovery. ELP designs
solutions to accommodate each carrier's unique
cost sinking conduits. Flexible software gives
you the tools that may be unique to your most
costly processes during IROPS.

NOTIFICATIONS
Our tool integrates ELP's CrewPortal to close the
communications gap that often causes further
delays and costly cancellations. Crews are
automatically notified of their canceled flights,
improving their reaction times without
compromising the implemented plan. As they
finalize assignments, automatic notifications are
sent, and crews can self-notify, self-check-in, and
monitor their limits, all without a single 
phone call.
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Why ELP
Recovery

DASHBOARDS
Have all your recovery tools on a single screen
while having a sneak-peak at your entire
operation to quickly see how your airline is
functioning during IROPS. This custom-designed
dashboard provides a plan for your schedulers to
follow and a method to analyze your operation
before, during, and after IROPS.

AUTOMATED COMMUNICATIONS
Increasing communications between
departments during a chaotic operation will
minimize delays, cancellations, and other
mission-critical issues that can cost the carrier
millions. Automating communications will lower
the impact of IROPS on your operation and ease
the burden on scheduling to manage critical
situations without additional staff.

PREDICTIVE MODELING &
PLANNING
Before IROPS occurs, our tool works to provide a
proactive method of planning and determining
which flights and crews will be affected by a
specific ground hold or delay outside of your live
environment.
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Staff Shortages
Typically, during IROPS you need double the normal staff just to maintain
your operation. One of the best solutions we have developed to deal with
staffing shortages is the ELP CrewPortal. This tool provides extensive
visibility to your crews and staff. By reducing non-critical communications
and automating labor-intensive processes your operation will be able to
handle IROPS without the need for additional staff. Since the CrewPortal
can put data back into your core systems, you can automate a large
number of processes that are instrumental to IROPS recovery, staff
shortages, reducing cancellations, and improving profitability.

As the CrewPortal is a full communications platform, you can make use of
all its amazing options either during IROPS or normal operations,
minimizing your costs as you are using one software to solve many issues
throughout your operation.
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Common Questions
What if I only need one of your IROPS tools?

You can have any module your unique operation requires or the
full solution, whatever fits your unique needs.

Will we have any control over the level of automation?
Yes, all of our products are designed to be configurable.

How do we know you can handle our needs?
We have the talent and resources of a large company without the
red tape and overhead. Our unique business model enables us to
provide the solutions and services the bigger companies cannot.
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ELP RECOVERY WEB ADMIN
This custom-designed web-based front-end
provides all the functionality you would need in a
recovery solution, but you get to choose the
functionality you want or need to fit your unique
needs. The tool is the engine that runs all of the
intricate pieces woven together to provide your
admins and schedulers one place to go when
running in IROPS. It serves as the control center
for monitoring and operating each of the
recovery modules in one admin view in one
software application. 

ELP
Recovery
Modules

IROPS DASHBOARD
This module contains the tools you need to take
control of your operation during IROPS. Have
your recovery tools in one single screen, while
having a sneak-peak at your entire operation to
quickly see how your airline is functioning during
IROPS. This custom-designed dashboard
provides a plan for your schedulers to efficiently
bring the operation back to normal operations
and minimize the cancellations and delays,
saving our customers in lost revenue and giving
you an edge over the competition.
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CANCELED FLIGHTS RECOVERY
This identifies flights that were canceled and still
exist in active pairings. It sorts the flights based
on priority considering both timing and
complexity, giving your team a “playbook” for
which pairings need to be repaired in which
order, limiting the effect on the rest of the
operation. Historical logs will keep you aware of
how long the canceled flight has been in the
active pairing and a log of when the pairing was
repaired.

ELP
Recovery
Modules

REPAIR PAIRINGS/TRIPS
This module identifies, prioritizes, and repairs
broken pairings in whatever level of automation
to which you are comfortable. It automates any
reserve assignments and crew member
replacement based on your airline’s
requirements.

IROPS RESERVE ASSIGNMENT
It identifies uncovered trips/segments,
constructs new pairings, and assigns the
appropriate reserve crews that fit the footprint of
the new pairings. The software will consider all
FARs and contractual requirements. The Reserve
Assign feature of the ELP CrewPortal completes
the assignment process by notifying the
crewmember of their new assignment.
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IROPS ANALYTICAL DASH
This gives your management the benefit of
hindsight. You can use this statistical dashboard
to identify costly trends and better plan for future
critical situations and improve crew utilization.
What-If capability enables your management to
identify gaps in reserve coverage and improve
your future crew utilization.

ELP
Recovery
Modules

IROPS OPEN TIME PICKUP
This tool identifies which trips should be
advertised, and with the Open Time feature on
ELP’s CrewPortal, the crews can respond directly
to the carrier, all without the need for any direct
phone calls. Through the app, the crew can
accept a trip, and is informed automatically of
the award, saving the company many hours in
researching who to assign.

ELP CREWPORTAL
It improves productivity and lowers cost by
providing the crews and internal departments the
ability to have one sign-on for all their company
communication needs and the carrier one core
software. CrewPortal is a full communications
platform, that has amazing features needed for a
smooth operation either during IROPS or normal
operations.
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ELP CREWRULES
A web-based front-end with “What If” capabilities
for tracking flight/duty & rest regulations. As part
of ELP Recovery, your team will have the ability
to enter ground delays for specific airports at
specific times, outside of your legacy software,
identifying how many and which flights and
crews will be affected by the irregular operations.

ELP
Recovery
Modules

JUNIORMAN
This module will consider the Junior Assignment
process and contain custom-built logic to
identify a list of potential Junior Assignment
candidates. All legalities are taken into account
and buffers can be pre-determined to consider
crews based on their limits on a 
day-by-day basis.

CREWCHAT
This gives the crews and the company the ability
to chat electronically. Different departments can
start chats with crews or crews can address
specific departments if they initiate. This module
will immensely minimize verbal communications
with your crews. All chats are stored in history.
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CUSTOMIZATION

Everything we do is custom-built for you with no
secret in your cost. We are known for our
transparency, and you will get the solution you
need without any surprises in the end.

ELP For Your
Future

EXPERTISE

What makes us stand out from the competition
is that we are not just a programming company,
we are an aviation company that programs. Our
management team was employed in the airline
industry for over 30 years working for scheduled
and supplemental carriers of different sizes.

SUPPORT

Since IROPS can be very complex you can reach
out to anyone on our team directly either through
email, text, or phone call. You don’t have to enter
a random request into an impersonal ticketing
system, blindly hoping for an answer. Our experts
are available 24/7/365 for any support need.
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Techie Aviation
Experts With The
Human Touch
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About Us
ELP, established in 2010, is an
aviation software development
company that creates systems
focused on advancing the
capabilities of crew management
departments. We are airline and
software people with the sole
purpose of providing mission-
critical products & services to
increase the efficiency of the 
airline community.

ELP has the unique ability to create
tools that do not currently exist in
the marketplace and can be
seamlessly integrated with the
airline's current systems. ELP's
airline expertise, legacy database
knowledge, and software
development innovation makes us
stand out from other software
companies and airline software
vendors.
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Reliable
Solutions, 

Real People
Airlines call on us because we deliver, but also because we are real
people who love what we do. Talking to Erwin, Jason, Stephanie, or

any of our programmers is a lot more helpful than staring at a
screen hoping for solutions. Since 2010, we have cleared up big
headaches for big clients. Get to know us and judge us by the

results, not Erwin’s corny quips
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Thank you for your time and
consideration to continue to partner
with ELP Aviation.

Contact Us

Visit Our Website

Thank You

For additional information:

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com

https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/
https://elpaviation.com/
https://elpaviation.com/contact-us/

